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Starting 2021
with a POP!
Watch out for a fun and
mysterious arrival hitting
the island this new year...
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Traveling
Light

B

iggest week of the year in Saint
Barth, with holiday travelers gearing up to ring in the New Year.
But it’s not every day a visitor arrives in our
little airport who has been on the Space Shuttle and the International Space Station. We
hope astronaut Michael Lopez-Allegria
enjoyed his first landing on our mini runway.
Space travel always makes me think of time
travel and that leads to the subject of quantum
physics… and quantum fields of light, which
is what might attract Saint-Barth based artist
Kay Quattrocchi, who combines spirituality
and science in her work. Which might explain
the glowing paint in her latest invention,
ArtKQLight, a patented process for paintings
that light up in swimming pools (no electricity
involved).
I think both the astronaut and the painter
would like the joke about the photon that
checks into a hotel in Saint Barth and the
concierge asks about its luggage. No luggage,
replies the photon, I am traveling light.
It may be the time of the year to throw caution
to the wind, but please be careful, especially
when swimming in the sea, the currents can be
strong and it’s not the kind of carried away
you want to enjoy. Better to visit galleries such
as Space SBH where there is always something tempting, including photos by Jacques
Zolty, or explore his new shop in Gustavia.
And don’t forget to pick up a copy of the new
book, “Birds of The Anguilla Bank,” hot off
the presses, and a painting, pearl, or piece of
pottery from Les Artisans is a must.
Have fun, but don’t forget to wear your mask!
Happy New Year,
Ellen Lampert-Gréaux
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Nine New Covid-19 Cases
Last Week

T

he French Public
Health Service’s
epidemiological
report shows an increase in
the number of positive cases of Covid-19 in Saint
Barth, with nine new cases
during the week of December 14-20, compared to
only two the week before.
Plus, five additional cases
between December 21-23.
Virus surveillance is based
on PCR and antigen testing. The confirmed cases
concern patients between
the ages of 15 and 64, all
residing in Saint Barthélemy. A total of 189 cases
have been confirmed since
March 2020. Vigilance
remains of utmost importance over the next few
weeks. There will be more
situations that lend themselves to viral transmission, which could lead to a

spike in the epidemic if
social distancing is not
respected, warns the
French Public Health Service.

Dengue Still A Concern
The Prefecture and the
Regional Health Agency
note that the Covid-19 epidemic is not the only
health danger on the island,
where dengue is still present. As a reminder, dengue
is transmitted by mosquito
bites. The fewer mosquitoes, the less the virus
spreads: the best prevention remains an effort on
the part of everyone to
avoid giving mosquitos the
opportunity to reproduce.
At home, it is important to
remove all instances of
stagnant water, no matter
how small.

New Year’s Eve
On The Dock

T

o end 2020 on a
high note, the Collectivity has planned
a party on the dock in Gustavia, featuring a renowned
band and DJ. Salsa sets the
tone with the Afro-Cuban
rhythms of Sin Miedo.
This eight-piece band, led
by French pianist Didier
Prossaird, will play under
the stars from 10:30pm to
12:40am.
The “before” and “after”
falls to the internationally
acclaimed DJ, Class Y D,

who is originally from
Saint Martin, where he
mixes frequently and created the party atmosphere on
Christmas Eve. On New
Year’s Eve in Saint Barth,
he will be on the dock
from 8pm-10:30pm and
again after 12:40am until
the wee hours.
The prefecture points out
that during this time of a
pandemic, masks are obligatory. In addition, social
distancing must be
respected.
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A 47-Year-Old American Almost Drowned
Right Before Christmas

A

n American tourist, 47
years old, had the scare of
his life the day before
Christmas 2020. In fact, the day
he decided to go to the natural
pools in Petit-Cul-de-Sac might
have been his last. A moment of
not paying attention and he was
carried away by the waves. Luckily for him, the St Barth fire and
rescue squad arrived just in the
nick of time. “We left as soon as
we got the call, both by boat and
with a crew on land,” they
explain. The rescue operation was
a success but took place in difficult conditions with waves cresting at 12 to 15 feet, making the
approach dangerous. Once the
man was located, one of the res-

cuers jumped into the water to
help the victim to safety. “But,”
they add, “ten to fifteen minutes
later would have been too late”
The rescue service stresses that

one must be extremely prudent in
this spot, which is very popular
with tourists as well as locals.
“The danger,” they point out, “is
that it is easy to get caught in the
current and carried away. Then,
with the force of the waves, one
might be thrown against the rocks.
It is strongly recommended to go
to the natural pools in Petit-Culde-Sac with a guide who is aware
of the access and current weather
conditions. In addition, telephone
reception is very weak there,
which doesn’t help matters.” In
spite of their picture-postcard
beauty, the natural pools can be
very risky. Please be careful if you
go there!
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Birds Are The Best Indicators Of The Health
Of The Environment
Jean-Jacques Rigaud, publisher of Tropical magazine, is also president of the
Association for the Protection of Birds in Saint Barthélemy. The association
recently published "Birds of the Anguilla Bank," a beautiful book that combines
photos and information on close to 140 species of birds present in Saint Barth,
Saint Martin, Anguilla, and neighboring islets.

Petits Chevalier, salt pond and mangrove birds are numerous on our islands.
Can you briefly tell us about the
Association for the Protection
of Birds, for which you are
president?
The association for the Protection
of Birds was created eight years
ago. There were about ten of us at
the beginning, including Karl
Questel. who now works at the
Territorial Environmental Agency,
Rebecca Field, and ornithologist
Gilles Leblond. Today there are
six or seven of us, I hope this
book will serve to bring in some
new people.
How did the project for the
book “Birds of the Anguilla
Bank” come about?
This book is the result of six years
of work, mainly missions in the
islands and islets. For example,
we went to Dog Island (a small
islet near Anguilla) where we
observed particular species such
as the masked booby, and several

kinds of terns… This mission was
carried out in cooperation with the
Anguilla National Trust (an organization for the protection of the
environment of Anguilla, editor's
note), whose members are very
specialized in terms of avifauna.
In Saint Barthélemy we explored
all the sites where you can
observe birds, starting with Saline.
At the time, the pond hosted many
species, which varied depending
on the season. There are many
fewer today. Since the Saline pond
has been more or less abandoned,
many fewer bridled terns that
come to nest, for example ...The
book contains nearly 140 species
of birds from the Anguilla Bank,
of which close to 80 have been
identified in Saint Barthélemy.
The majority of the photos were
taken by Rebecca Field, who was
very supportive, with captions by
Gilles Leblond. Karl Questel produced a detailed species table at
the end of the book. The geologi-

cal section, which explains what
the Anguilla Bank is, was carried
out by Yves Mazabraud. The idea
was to bring together passionate
people. I wrote a section on
archaeozoology, the historical origin of birds, which few people
know. They are the direct descendants of the dinosaurs, which lay
eggs. I would like to point out that
the vocation of this book is not
scientific, but rather educational.
The Collectivity ordered copies
for the island’s students.
How are bird populations
evolving on our islands?
Are they globally threatened?
Some birds are longer seen here
today, such as the flamingos,
which used to visit the salt pond
in Flamands, maybe 70 or 80
years ago. We can occasionally
see them in Anguilla, but no
longer in Saint Barthélemy. The
considerable destruction caused
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by hurricane Irma, especially
impacted small birds, especially
the yellow-breasted sugar birds,
bull finches, and grassquits…
their populations are only starting
to recover today. But the biggest
threat is from humans, with the
loss of habitats, and cats. During
the lockdown in March, there was
as appreciable silence on the
island. I observed hummingbird
nests near the Saint Jean pond,
birds that nest where they normally don't. Birds are the best indicators of the health of the environment, as they are very sensitive to
all kinds of pollution, destruction,
or other forms. And I think that
people are more and more sensitive to the preservation of the
environment, it is THE hot news
topic these days.
Where does this passion for birds
come from, more than terrestrial
or marine animals?
My love of birds did not start in
Saint Barthélemy. I lived for ten
years on the Île de Ré where we
observed geese with Alain
Bougrain-Dubourg (president of
the French League for the Protection of Birds), who wrote the preface to the book. We all find our
passions deeply buried within
us… I'm more of a thinker and
dreamer. The bird is the flight,
that which is inaccessible... it
takes hours and hours of observation, a lot of patience. Birds are
the only individuals that make me
dream on this Earth! But I also
defend iguanas and turtles, of
course!
What do you think is the most
emblematic bird of Saint-Barth?
I would say the pelican, but that
lacks originality on my part... I
love the brown booby, its way of
diving to fish. In a more poetic
sense, the paille-en-queue (trop-

Antillean crested hummingbird; one of the three kinds of hummingbirds found in Saint Barthélemy.
icbird) is a fabulous animal, which
I had already observed on
Reunion Island. But all birds are
fabulous, each with their own
characteristics. When you see a
frigate go up 150 meters, without
flapping its wings, with its incredible vision…

today is incompatible with all
that! Sadly, there are hardly any
birds in Saline now, but you can,
for example, see paille-en-queue
by the point in Gouverneur or on
the cliffs behind Shell Beach. A
colony of brown booby birds lives
on Fourchue, that is where I first
photographed a red-footed booby.

What is the best spot on the
island to observe birds?
There are plenty of spots for that,
the main thing is to be very discrete, remain extremely silent, and
take your time. Our rhythm of life

“Birds Of The Anguilla Bank,”
144 pages,
available at the Marine Park
office on the dock or
at Case aux Livres,
35 euros.
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A Visitor From Outer Space
are spectacular. Coming home is
relatively easy; not too different
from a commercial airliner.
Did you have any fears for your
first launches and how did you
conquer them?
Training takes care of any fear for
safety. Biggest fear is screwing
things up!
What are your goals for Axiom
Space, when is your first
mission?
Axiom wants to improve life on
earth by building and operating
the world’s first commercial
space station. Stand by for
Axiom’s announcement of its
first mission —Ax-1—the second
week in January.

I

t’s not every day that a visitor
drops in from outer space,
which is not exactly the case
for Michael Lopez-Allegria, but he
is as close we might get this holiday season. A veteran of three
Space Shuttle missions and one
International Space Station Mission, Lopez-Allegria holds the
American record among NASA
astronauts for EVA (extra-vehicular
activity) and the longest spaceflight of any American at 215 days
(aboard the ISS from September
18, 2006 to April 21, 2007). Now
retired from NASA, this SpanishAmerican spaceman has turned his
attention to commercial space travel with Axiom Space, whose goal
is to create a thriving ecosystem in
space as the next step in the human
story. The Saint Barth Weekly
chats with him about his endeavors.
St Barth Weekly: What was your
career path to becoming an astronaut (in a nutshell)?
Michael Lopez-Allegria: US

Have you visited Saint Barth in
the past?
Never been before. My dear friend
Nicholas Frankl and his family,
who are regulars on the island for
15 years, invited me and I’m excited to meet its great local residents,
learn its history, especially the pioneers at the famous airport, and
international visitors alike.

Naval Academy (BS Systems
Engineering); Naval Aviator;
Naval Postgraduate School (MS
Aeronautical Engineering); Naval
Test Pilot School; NASA.
What is it like to be on the Space
Shuttle?
Amazing. Very complicated; 70’s
technology; very impressive acceleration off the pad; lots of vibration
in first stage (first two minutes);
smooth but unrelenting acceleration for the next 6.5 minutes. Then
serenity at main engine cutoff. The
sense of floating is magical; views

What advice do you have for kids
who dream of being astronauts?
Follow your dreams. Pursue a
career in whatever makes you happy; you’ll have the best chance of
success while being satisfied.
We’re entering a new era in which
one doesn’t have to work for a
national space agency like NASA
to go to space anymore. We’re
excited to invite civilians to train
with us, become NASA certified
astronauts and fly with me and
Axiom Space to spend a week or
more aboard the international
space station on a private mission.
It’s really the ultimate experience
of your life.
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Starting 2021 with a POP!

W

atch out for some
unusual sightings in
Saint Barth. Rumor has
it that the oversized inflatable lobster by renowned artist Philip Colbert has landed on the island, and
is due to mysteriously appear to
launch the New Year.
Known for his fun, bright Pop Art
laced with references from art history, Philip Colbert brings art into
the everyday and his fun pop universe is the perfect positive start to
2021.
The installation, which has already
travelled to Seoul, Hong Kong, and
last year appeared on the Gstaad
Palace roof is due to drop into St
Barth for some winter sun on January 1, 2021. Where will you be and
will you get a selfie with the artist’s
alter ego? Be part of its journey
and the island’s art adventure and
keep your eyes peeled as you head

pieces from his flower series that
recall the flowers of Warhol and
some other fun mini canvases,
beautifully rendered in sequins.

around the island on the first day of
the year.
Colbert is known for creating a
"World of Art" across sculpture,
painting, clothing, and performance and digital art to create a
unique contemporary voice, and
was described by Andre Leon Talley as "the godson of Andy
Warhol.” The artist—represented
by Space Gallery in Gustavia and
NYC—will also be exhibiting
some new works as part of a group
exhibition. The show will include

Colbert is one of the fastest emerging contemporary artists of the
moment, with some of the most
influential collectors in the USA,
Middle East, Asia, and Europe
beginning to collect his work. He
has received international press
coverage from The New York
Times, GQ, and Forbes to name a
few. To date, his work has been
featured in major institutions
including Tate Modern in London,
The Multimedia Art Museum in
Moscow, and the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam. Not to be
missed this winter while on island.
Visit Space Gallery to view his
paintings and share your photos
with the lobster using the hashtag
#lobsterinparadise
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ArtKQuaLight: A New Underwater Art Form

T

he KQ in ArtKQLight stands for
Kay Quattrocchi,
an artist with an interesting pedigree who has
been based in St Barth
for over 25 years. She is
of French nationality
with an Italian last
name, a Greek mother,
and a childhood spent in
Indochina, and living in
a half-dozen other
places make for an
international cocktail
that is perhaps what
gives Quattrocchi the
power to see the world
in unusual ways. She is
interested in painting
and sculpture as a
means of expression,
but beyond that her
interests range from
self-exploration to
quantum physics, quoting Carl Sagan: “Science is not only compatible with spirituality; it
is a profound source of

patented her original
design for paintings that
light up in swimming
pools, adding a new
dimension to the water.
“I am the first in the
world to come up with
this idea, and it was created in Saint Barth,” she
says. “The paint lights
up, but the process is
patent protected.” So,
like Quattrocchi herself,
it remains somewhat of
a mystery.
spirituality.” She is also
influenced by the work
of intellects like Roger
Penrose and Eben
Alexander, and she is
fascinated by such concepts as black holes, the
forces of gravity, and
multi-dimensionality.
Quattrocchi’s Wall Of
Light sculpture, which
stands in front of the
Hotel de la Collectivité
(town hall) in Gustavia,

comprises six layers of
Plexiglass, embedded
with painting of sails, in
shades of blue. From
the sides, as from the
front and the back, the
look of the sculpture is
different, exhibiting its
multi-dimensional, multi-layered design.
Her latest artwork,
ArtKQLight, is also her
latest invention, literally
speaking, as she has

“I am passionate about
spiritualty and quantum
physics,” she explains.
“I mediate a lot, and in
the quiet, the tranquility
of mediation, ideas
come to me. And the
principal sentiment in
my art work is to make
people happy and to
provide serenity and
peace.”
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St Barth Music Festival
Celebrates Its 37Th Edition

T

he question on
everyone’s lips:
would there be a
St Barth Music Festival
this year? And if so,
how would they do it?
We are happy to report
that the Festival is on,
and will celebrate its
37th edition from January 8-17, 2021.
Starting with dancing
on the dock, in a
reduced format, but
high in star power with
prima ballerina MarieAgnes Gillot, retired
from the Paris Opera
Ballet, but still performing! Here she will dance

with violinist Tessa
Lark and bassist
Michael Thurber in an
evening of jazz &
dance, January 8 and 9
at 7pm (tickets are free
but seating is limited).
The evenings of January
12-15 feature classical
music and opera, with
two performances per
evening at 7pm and
9pm to compensate for
limited seating. The
same is true for the
closing concert with the
John Ellis Jazz Band,
with two sets at 5pm
and 7pm in the Anglican
Church, while the other

Marie-Agnès Gillot performed at the 20th annual Saint
Barth Music Festival in 2004.

musical events are at the
Catholic Church in
Lorient on January 13
and 15, and in Gustavia
on January 12 and 14.
“Due to a strange
(covid) season the Festival is limiting the number of performers as
well as spectators,”
explains Festival organizer Jill DeBroff, who
works side-by-side with
her mother, Festival
founder
Frances
DeBroff. “We highly
suggest you reserve

your seat. At each early
show and each late
show we can seat 100
people only. The musicians will be performing
different repertoire, so
that the early show will
be different from the
late show. For the ballet,
there is one performance per night (not
two). And once again,
we will be auctioning
off the Festival’s mega
posters during the opera
and the jazz nights.”

Tickets may be purchased tickets at the Gustavia Market on Sunday, January 3, 2021, or at the
Tourist Office starting on January 4th, as well as
at the door if available.
Or email igopogo69@gmail.com to reserve your
seat and then pay at the door or pick up at the
Tourist Office from January 4-12 (cash or local
checks only).
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TIME OUT

December 31
- New Year’s Eve Regatta: It’s an annual tradition, but the size of the
regatta depends on who’s
on the island and the
weather. Held on the last
day of the year, as the
New Year’s Eve festivities
get under way in St
Barth. Open to sailboats
of all sizes.
- Nikki Beach : 2020 is
already surreal! We’re
celebrating New Year’s
Eve with a modern
Parisian show!
- Dinner with DJ Yo
One Sutter, Fireworks,
@ Christopher hotel
- New Year's Eve Iconic
Sundowner from 5pm
till late @ Shellona
- Jam Family Project :
New flavor to Baz Bar
roaster: Funk Jazz /
Caribbean Jazz from
Guadeloupe with special
guest Kate Yvorra. Djette
singer Start @ 8pm
at Baz Bar, Gustavia
- Paname New Year Eve
at La Casa
- Midnight: Fireworks in
Gustavia, Pointe Milou &
Saint-Jean
- 9pm: New Year's Eve
Festivities on the main
dock, quai general de
Gaulle, Gustavia

Live Music
w Every day

- DJ Set for lunch
@ Le Barthélemy
- from 18th December
- Lunch at Al Mare
Restaurant (Le Sereno)
with DJ Maxine
w Every Saturday
- Mojito Party, DJ Guest
From 3:30pm to 5:30pm
@ Lil’ Rock Saint-Jean
w Wednesday, December 30
- Concert with New Création & Salines Combo in
live at 8pm at Kioque (Pif
Paf) in Gustavia
- Jam Family Project :
New flavor to Baz Bar

Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
roaster: Funk Jazz /
Caribbean Jazz from
Guadeloupe with special
guest Kate Yvorra. Djette
singer Start @ 8pm
at Baz Bar, Gustavia
- Shake ya Boogie 8pm to
midnight big Ben NYC at
La Casa
w Friday, January 1st
- Gypset Soirees from 7pm
@ Le Manapany
-For Her. Champagne for
Ladies 8-10pm
@ Le Bagatelle
- Jam Family Project :
New flavor to Baz Bar
roaster: Funk Jazz /
Caribbean Jazz from
Guadeloupe with special
guest Kate Yvorra. Djette
singer Start @ 8pm
at Baz Bar, Gustavia
w Saturday, January 2
- Nuit Blanche Party.
White dress code & Joie de
vivre@ Le Bagatelle
- Jam Family Project :
New flavor to Baz Bar
roaster: Funk Jazz /
Caribbean Jazz from
Guadeloupe with special

Monthly Market In
Gustavia

Rue Général-de-Gaulle
(the cobblestone road
from Le Select toward
Les Artisans).
open from 8am to 12pm.
guest Kate Yvorra. Djette
singer Start @ 8pm
at Baz Bar, Gustavia
w Sunday, January 3
- Kate Yvorra. Djette
singer Start @ 8pm
at Baz Bar, Gustavia
w Monday, January 4
- Monday aperitivo with
live music at Al Mare
Restaurant (Le Sereno)
- Tropical Twist Evening
with Live music, starting at
7pm at Le Christopher
- Kate Yvorra. Djette

singer Start @ 8pm
at Baz Bar, Gustavia
An exhibition full of
"flavors": "Cakes" by
Connecticut artist Gary
Komarin, are all about
his vision of...cakes !.
Rare to find, collected
worldwide!
Galerie Asie,
39 rue S. Fahlberg
(opp. Baz Bar), Open
Monday to Saturday
9h30-12h15 & 16h - 19h.

Exhibitions
- Space Gallery St Barth

(in Carre D’Or just behind
Hermès) Group exhibition
presenting many new
artists incl. Charles

Moreau, Sophie-Alexia
Joly de Lotbinière, Giorgio
Pasqualetti, Gabriella Imperatori Penn, Hugh
Arnold, Jean-Philippe
Piter and more.
- Group exhibition : Alain
Le Chatelier paintings,
Gery Langlais paintings et
giclée, Stanislas Defize
paintings , David Wegman
giclée & mermaid sculptures, Lindy Shuttleworth
pottery, Dave Stevenson
sculpture @ Les Artisans
w Art Galleries
- Clic Gallery, Gustavia
- Les Artisans, Gustavia
- Art Hunter, Gustavia
- Camaruche Gallery
- SpaceSBH Gallery
- Pipiri Palace, Gustavia
- Pati's Gallery, St Jean
- Galerie Asie

Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 8,00 euros

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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